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Abstract 

The application of perturbative yuantum chromodynamics to the 
dynamics of hadrons at short distance is reviewed, with particular 
emphasis on the role of the hadronic bound state. A number of new 
applications are discussed, including 
(a) the modification to QCD scaling violations in structure func

tions due to hadronic binding; 
(b) a discussion of coherence and binding corrections to the gluon 

and sea-quarh distributions; 
(c) QCD radiative corrections to dimensional counting rules for 

exclusive processes and hadronic form factors at large momentum 
transfer; 

(d) generalized counting rules for inclusive processes; 
(e) the special role of photon-induced reactions in QCD, especially 

applications to Jet production in photon-photon collisions, and 
photon production at large transverse momentum. 

Wo also present a short review of the central problems in large p T 

hadronic reactions and the distinguishing characteristics of gluar 
and quark .lets. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum chromodynamics the fundamental degrees of freedom 
of hadrons and their interactions are the quanta of quark an.-*, gluon 
fields which obey an exact internal SL*(3) symmetry. It is possible 
(but by no means certain!) that quantum chromodynanics is the theory 
of the strong interactions in the same sense that quantum electro-
dynmaics accounts for the electromagnetic Interactions. In many 
ways the present period in theoretical physics parallels the 1930's. 
Although the structure of quantum electrodynamics was known at thac 
time, the lack of a consistent computational scheme allowed only 
the simplest (Born approximation) aspects of the theory to be under
stood. Eventually, with the advent of the covariant renormalization 
program, the full quantum theory could be developed and tested. For 
example, the- QED prediction for the electron's gyromapnetic ratio 
including sixth order corrections has been confirmed by experiment 
to 10 significant figures! The fact that we can understand a 
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fundamental parameter of nature to such precision of course encourages 
our optimism that there is an analogous local gauge field theoretic 
basis for hadrons. It is well known that the general structure of 
QCD meshes remarkably well with the facts of the hadronic world 
especially quark-based (especially chann) spectroscopy, current 
algebra, the approximate parton-model structure of large momentum 
transfer reactions, logarithmic scale violations, the scaling and 
magnitude of o(e +e~ •+ hadrons), jet-production as well as the narrow
ness of the T a s i . However, because of the difficulties of com
putation, it is difficult to obtain rigorous, quantitative predictions 
beyond leading nrder, asymptotic limits. 

It is clearly crucial to find critical, unassailable tests of QCD. 
If there is even one bonafide failure in any area of hadronic phenom
ena, the theory is wrong. 

In these tectums, I will concentrate on the application of QCD 
to hadron dynamics at short distances, where asymptotic freedom 
allows a systematic perturbative approach. A main theme of this work 
will be to systematically incorporate the effects of the hadronic 
wavefunction in deep inelastic reactions. Although It is conventional 
to treat the hadron as a classical source of on-shell quarks, there 
are important dynamical effects due to color coherence and constituent 
off-shell behavior which modify the usual predictions, and lead to a 
broader testing ground for QCD. We will also discuss QCD predictions 
for exculsive processes and form factors at large momentum transfer 
in which the short distance behavior and the finite compositeness of 
the hadronic vavefunction play crucial roles. 

There are a number of excellent introductory and review articles 
on quantum chromodynamics that I used in preparing these lectures, 
especially 

"Inelastic Processes in QCD" 
Y. L. Dokshitser, D. D'yakanov, S. Troyan1 

"Jets and QCD" 
C. H. Llewellyi Smith 2 

"Applications of QCD" 
J." Ellis 3 

"Parton-Model Ideas and QCD" 
C. T. Sachrajda,4 

and the Physical Reports by H. Politzer^ and W. Marciano and H. 
Pagels.*> Some of the new topics discussed here are based on work 
done in collaboration with others, particularly G. P. Lepage, R. 
Blankenbeclor, C. Carlson, Y. Frishman, T. DeGrand, J. Gunion, H. 
Lipkin, and C. Sachrajda, and I am grateful for their help. 

We begin by reviewing the fundamental principles and assumptions 
of quantum chromodynamics. 
A. Quarks are the fundamental representations of 

SU(n f) ® SU(3) C 

'. V-liUItfU 
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i.e.: there are nc flavors ® three colors of quarks. Although 
the flavor symmetry is broker, by the weak and electromagnetic 
interactions, color symmetry is exact; there is no way to dis
tinguish color - all directions in color space are equivalent. 
Hadrons are color-less states 

3 
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C. SU(3)^ is an exact local symmetry: rotations in color space can 
be made independently ot any point. The mathematical realization 
of this is the (Yang-Mills) gauge field theory. 

D. The Lagrangian density of QCD is 

- \[vr *>>-£-ft* * "octet 
i.J - 1.2,3 ; a - 1,2 8 (1.2) 

(A quark mass term and sum over flavors is understood.) Here the X a 

are the eight Gell-Hann SU(3) matrices with TrCA a,X b] * 2 6 a b (con
ventional normalization). We can contrast this with 

S Q E D " ' * 1 0 T ^ 1 a f - + e V 0 ) i < I t > 

H 3 7 - A v ( » ' - ^ \ ( " ) ' <'-3> 

We can a lso use the more compact notat ion 

Di§ - 13 - gA 

(1.4) 

F uv " V v " W - ' 8 [ i » • * , ' < 1 - 5 ' 
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Lncal gauge invariance and color symmetry follows from the invariance 
of -^QCD under the general gauge transformation 

A 0 0 - II00 A ,00 U - 1 + ^ U ( « ) 3 i f 1 0 0 M U g u 

qOO - u(x) q(x) (1,6) 

where U is any unitary matrix U- exp i y~] 0 (x) -^ . Note that F 

is in general not invariant: FlfiV(x) -»U<x) F y u 0 0 U - 1(x) since the 
field strength, like the gluon field is in the adjoint representation 
»f s"«Wor-

The Feynman rules of QCD are similar to QED with the qqg coupling 

Y rMX°, | 

The t r i -g luon and quar t i c gluon coupling color fac tors a r e Caee Ref. 
9) 

'f 1 '«<•' JC~ « J 'otb >«l * "• 
c c d 

vhere U a . i b ] - 2 1 f a b c X c . 
The dimensionless coupling constant is a g " g /4n. A convenient 

graphical method for evaluating the color algebra has been given by 
Cvitanovic>° The main rules are 

(1) a closed quark loop f J gives Tr Cl]-n " 3 . 

(2) A gluon propagator s\J\J\T- is equivalent to * 
minus l/nc times the identity (to remove the U3 
singlet). Thus 

® - O O - i O ••*-••• 
(times the coupling constant (|) Tr [A 8* 8] - g 2/2.) 



Additional rules allow the graphical reduction of the tri-gluon 
vertex. In typical perturbntive calculations (e.g., soft radiation) 
we have the simple replacement 

quark current 

gluon current 
(1.7) 

Effectively "e 9/4 "e^ 
Despite the parallels with QED perturbation theory, the postu

lated absence of asymptotic colored states implies that a perturba-
tive expansion in terms of free - or even dressed - quark and gluon 
states does not exist in QC.V>. However, we shall assume that ampli
tudes with off-shell quark and gluon external legs - corresponding 
to processes which occur within the hadronic boundaries - do have a 
perturbative expansion. Fot such amplitudes, our experience with 
QED is directly applicable. It is interesting to note that practi
cally all of the predictions recently made for QCD at short distances 
have a direct analogue in QED, with positronium atoms replacing 
mesons, etc. In fact, many QCD results for radiative corrections 
(e.g., structure function moments) and large pj exclusive or inclu
sive processes involving bound states actually provide new elegant 
treatments of QED problems. Conversely, almost every phenomena 
known in QED and atomic physics has its parallel in QCD. 

In my own research in QCD, I always use the criteria of whether 
a given prediction or approach to hadron dynamics can be carried 
over to QED. In some cases, one actually finds that a model-depend
ent assumption used In QCD leads to incorrect results in electro
dynamics. Particularly problematic is the otten-used device of 
replacing an incoming hadron by a probabilistic classical distribu
tion of on-shell constituents. This leads to incorrect OED predic
tions, and, as we shall see, misses interesting hadronic physics. 

We normalize the 3-point vertices at a common off-shell (space
like) mass: pt ' 1.2,3 

i g<M2> 
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The cireles In the figure indicate vertex and self-energy Insertions 
to all orders. The dividing dotted lines indicate that a square 
root of propagator renormalization constant is to be associated with 
"wavefuncti ?ri" renortnalizatlon. Notice that we use the same value 
of - u 2 at all legs to keep gauge-invariance for Che total Ccntpton 
amplitude. 

> > . X . X 
The renonnallzed amplitude with all vertex and self-energy insertions 
at p 2 =-u^ reduces to the Born amplitude with g 2 - g ^ ( p ) . The choice 
of y 2 is a.-binrary. Once a s(u 2) is giv«n at any point u ? , the theory 
determines a g at all other values through a renormalization group 
equation. In terms of diagrams 

a s<X 2> 
V > " r 2 2 TTTf 

where ir 19 the irreducible g-uon self-energy insertion 
order diagrams give (|q | , |u^[ » m^) 

where (ir. the Coulomb gauge) the three terms correspond to the 
indicated intermediate states. 

T T T 

«6*+ T O T + T C - c 

Although Che qq term must be positive (it is related by unitarity to 
e+e~-*qq) the crucial Coulomb plus transverse gluon term doe3 not 
correspond LO the production of physical quanta and can indeed be 
negative.'^ 

Th-. ̂  to lowest order* cigtq*) decreases logarithmically (if 
n £ s 16) 

The lowest 

(1.9) 



a (u ) 2 
• log ^ - (ii-2/3 n f) 

(1-10) 

We shall assume that this is the correct asymptotic limit and verify 
that the result is self-consistent to all orders. The next order 
diagrams 

'&s\>)r^ 
(4) 2 2 l i t gives, as in QED, n ~-0[as(u ) log q /u J. However, we can include 

the effects of the self-energy insertions associated with the ex
changed gluon by utilizing a s(k^): we have the effective replacement: 

2/ 2, , ql . . 2. f dk .,2, a (u ) log ^ — > a <u ) / —=- a (k ) 
9 u J2 k 

u 
- a g(M 2) log log q 2 (1.11) 

assuming a (k^) " 1/log q asymptotically. Thus we have 

— * - j - + (11-2/3 n f) log ̂ - + 0(log log q 2) 
a<u ) u 

(1.12) 
It is easy to see that higher order insertions grow even less 
strongly with q^, and the original ansatz is indeed self-consistent. 
The logarithmic decrease of the "running couplirg constant" as(q'i) 
Indicates that the effective force due to ^luor. exchange becomes 
weak at short distance when vertex and self-energy insertions of all 
orders are accounted for. The effect of these insertions is also to 
weaken the ultraviolet growth of all loop calculations compared to 
lowest order perturbation theory. 

Unlike QED where a car. be fixed directly by Coulomb scattering, 
the empirical determination of a„ at any renormallzation point is 
non-trivial. It Is conventional ro use the form 

(1.13) 



and attempt to determine A 2 phenomenologically. However this form 
can only be used for q 2 >> A 2

 a n d i cg q 2/A 2 >> j 0g i 0g q 2 . ̂ n particu
lar, the pole at -q 2 = A- is incorrect. Many analyses unfortunately 
tend to determine A 2 by fitting to the rapid rise of a g at q 2*-A 2. 

The actual form of a 5 can only have singularities at q 2 timelike 
where the cuts corresponding to gluon and quark production begin. 
A convenient simple rorm which moves the pole to q 2 = 0 i s ^ 

^9<<I2) - -. J! «•"' 
(11-2/3 n f) log (l- 3^) 

or perhaps 

u-H-» f-(- ^ ) (1-15) 
which also takes into account heavy quark thresholds. 

An amusing but heuristic feature of the. form (1.14) is that it 
automatically produces a confining linear potential at large dis
tances (V ..-••»• C/q, V £r(r)-*Cr) as well as any asymptotically free 
form ( V e f f -*-C'/q̂  log q 2, V" e f f (r) - C'/r log r) at short distance. 
Richardson^ has shown that using thts result as a Schroidinger 
potential gives an excellent representation of the charm and upsilon 
spectra. The linear potential agrees with the string model Regge 
slope a£<0)-0.90 GeV" 2 with A=0.436 GeV and n f - 3 in Eq. (1.14). 

The above speculations on the form of o s(q 2) are of course only 
meant to be suggestive. Any non-perturbative effects are expected 
to be important in the long distance domain. The form of the effec
tive potential between quarks with a hadron is also affected by 
gluon exchange and retardation effects not included in a naive 
potential. Further, the gj.uon and quark pair self-energy insertions 
in the gluon propagator are themselves effected by higher order 
corrections, probably giving an effective mass to the gluon intar-
mediate states and weakening the singularity of a g(q 2) at q 2 - 0 . 

Despite these complexities, there is evidently a unique form 
for a s(q 2) determined by the theory. 

Another aspect of the non-perturbative nature of QCD is its 
novel, non-trivial structure of the vacuum state - often described 
as a dilute gas of instantons (classical solutions of the gauge 
field sector of the theory). We .shall assume that for processes 
which occur at short distances, i.e.: probe 4-momentum squared Q 2 

greater than typical hadronic masses, the non-perturbative effects 
can be numerically neglected. Estimates of instanton effects which 
have appeared in the literature support this view.^ In addition, 
one can imagine further non-perturbative effects due to Initial ot 
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final state interactions; e.g., in the Drell-Yan process pp-*££X the 
nucleolii could influence each other even at large Q u = (S. + 2 ) 2 . On 
the othek1 hand, Witten 1 1 has argued (on the basis of results from 
soluable g.iuge field theories) that instantons do not play an import
ant role in physical processes once quantum corrections are taken 
into account. In any event it is clearly of interest tc develop and 
test the predictions based on short-distance perturbation theory as 
far as possible. 

As is well-known; it is the asymptotic freedom,1-'1-*'1* nature 
of Q C J which allows a perturbative approach to short distance hadronic 
physics. It is paradoxical that at this time the most important 
detailed tests of QCD have corns from its predictions for scale-breaking 
corrections to Bjorken scaling for deep inelastic lepton scattering. 
This is analogous to trying to first verify QED from the radiative 
correctiop. to a given scattering process, rather than the cross 
section., itself. However, the most direct test of QCD, to check the 
form of quark quark or gluon quark scattering at high momentum trans
fer, at present suffers from a number of experimental and theoretical 
complications (see Chapter IV). As we shall argue in Chapter II, the 
most conclusive evidence that the basic Born structure of the theory 
is correct comes at present from high momentum transfer exclusive 
processes, particular form factors. 

A striking feature of the rigorous QCD operator product analysis 
of scale breaking effects in deep inelastic processes is the fact 
that the asymptotic predictions for the q4- variation of moments, etc.. 
are independent of the nature of target, whether it is a quark, 
gluon, meson, proton, or nucleus. Although these results are very 
powerful, they are strictly true only for q2-*», and the question of 
non-asymptotic corrections, as well as the nature of the hadronic 
distribution functions themselves is left unanswered. 

In these lectures we shall consider the "synthesis" problem -
matching on the QCD scale-breaking form to the hadronic wavefunctions. 
The analysis given here is based on a collaboration with G. Peter 
Lepage. Among the questions we shall consider are 
(1) What can be predicted for QCD for the form of the structure 

functions; i.e., what controls the "initial" distributions? 
(2) What is the origin of the sea and gluon distribution in QCD? 
(3) What are the corrections to the naive probabilistic treatrapnt 

of the hadron as a classical distribution of the on-shell 
quarks? 

(4) What is the physics and role of higher "twist" operators? 
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III. TWO-PHOTON COLLISIONS AND SHORT-DISTANCE TT.STS 
OF QUANTVM CHROMODYNAMICS 

In this chapter I will review the phvsics of tw^-photon colli
sions in e* storage rings with emphasis on the predictions of per-
turbative quantum chrorr.odynamics for hi£h transverse momentum 
reactions. Because of the remarkable scaling properties predicted 
by the theory, two-photon collisions imy provide i?ne 01 the cleanest 
tests of the QCD picture of short distance hadron C v n a n u - s . The 
contrasts between photon-induced aid hadron-induced reactions at high 
transverse momentum are remarkable and illuminating. Most of the 
work reported here was done in collaboration with T. DeC-tand, J. 
Cunion, and J. H. W e i s . 1 After this short survev of two photon 
collisions w e will go on to the more complicated physics of hadron-
hadron collisions. 

The photon plays a unique role in strong interaction dynamics 
because of its elementarity and its direct interactions with the 
hadronic constituents. Although it is well-known that highly virtual 
photons have asymptotically scale-free interactions with the quark 
current in QCD, it is perhaps rot sufficiently emphasized that the 
interactions of real on-shell photons also becorre dominantlv point
like in large momentum transfer (short-distance) processes. The 
predictions by BJorken and P a s c h o s ^ for deep inelastic Coir.pton scat
tering, and dimensional counting p r e d i c t i o n s ^ for exclusive and 
inclusive processes involving real photons are all based on the 
existence of direct yqq" perturbative -.ouolings, anJ imply the break
down of the vector meson dominance description" oi the photon's 
hadronic interactions at short-distances and larce nccientum transfer. 
As a general rule, VMD can only be valid in QCD :or low ;".i-nentu:n 
transfer, nearly on-mass-shell processes where perturbation theory 
in a s is invalid. Whenever a photon couples co fjr-o::" shell quarks 
(as in rq-*Yq) the net real and vircual c.luon radiative corrections 
are of order o s ( p | ) - O d o g - 1 ( p f / A 2 ) ) , and the pointlike Burn .jnpli-
tude are expected to dominate in the asymptotic U n i t . 

The production of hadrons in the collisions of two photons 
should provide an ideal laboratorv for testing aanv features of the 
photon's hadronic interactions, including its short distance aspects. 
It is well known that photon-photon inelastic collisions in t , +e~ 
storage rings become an increasingly important source of hadrons as 

the center-ot'-mass energy 
/s = 2 E e is r a i s e d . 5 The 
dominant part of the cross 
section for i> ,>~ - f e~ +• 
hadrons arisen fror, tiii 
annihilation of two ne.irlv 
on-5hell photons e~j tted ar 
small angles to the- bc2~ 'see 
Fig. 1) . The resulti'is cross 
sect ion Ln.--r..-.iŝ .-< '..•.:.iri tiur.i-
calLy with o;iei-.;v in- ' s * 0 , 

y r — hQOrCnsl 

Fig. 1. Two-photon annihilation 
into hadrons In e +e~ collisions. 



s » ^ ) : 

(a) , , 2 
Te-X ~ a2 , 2 , <« 

where m H is the invariant mass of the produced hadronic system. In 
contrast, the e e~ annihilation cross section decreases quadratieally 
with energy. For example, at the beam energv of E e= 15 GeV, the 
standard vector dominance estimate for ̂ Y Y ^ S ) gives o (e+e~ •+ e +e" 
hadrons) = 15 nb for raH2 1 GeV, compared to the annihilation cross 
section o = Ro 3 (0.1 nb)R. 

e^e" + y hadrons e e~ * Y "* u+V" 
The event rate can be ' arge because of (1) the relatively large 

efficiency for an electron to emit a photon: (x = (k Q+ k$)/(,pQ + p 3) = w/E) 

- ^ » ( ^ ^ ) | i * i w ! ] 

- .051 (/s - 30 GeV, x -»• 0) (2) 
(2) the factor of log s/mH from the integration over the nearly flat 
rapidity distribution of the produced hadronic system, and (3) the 
fact that the cross section is dominated by low-mass hadronic states. 
For untagged leptons, the cross section for ee - eeX in the equivalent 
photon spectrum takes the general form0 

I 1 
do + _ + Cs.t.u) « / d x j / dx 2 G («j) G <x 2) 

t « X. t, u - x ?u) 

where G^/e(x) is the equivalent photon energy specrrum and dcr „ 
is the differential cross section for the scattering of two 
oppositely directed unpolariaed photons (of energy x^/a/2, X7/5/2 
in the e +e" c m , system) into a final state X. If the scattered 
lepton kir.er.atî s are r.r?inured, then the photon momenta are deter
mined and the full range of hadronic y> p';\*-,izs -malogous to pp 
colliding ring phvsics becomes accessible. 

A large-scale experimental 1 nvostttiadon of two-photon physics 
is now planned at PEP and PETRA. Among :!'.-* ate:!? of interest are' 



(a) the production of ho.iw leptons3 (•YY-I +T~, etc.)-
(b) The production nf even charjp fon;u^tion states and hadronic 

resonances (Y> - Tl , tec.). 
(c) The cieasurement 01 the r.oz?A -. ̂ (s) T O S S section, including 

heavy quark thresholds. 
(d) Measurements ci the --- and V4' - :•'." r->has<? shifts vi^ fr-MM and 

unitarity, as well .1̂  check-, of .iirjrs una l-counlin:: scaling 
laws for the crossed C.--pto:i a:-.:>l 1 t;;̂ e at iarr-: s a:.d t, 

(e) Deep inelastic scar ter in.- en a r>h.tn tari-et,* via elec tru:v; or 
positron-! ta^yed at lar/e ".r,cr.t.n transfer e-i -e'X. 

In each case Lin? spacelike -ass v. each r'iC.:nn can be individually 
tuned by tagging the scattered e". The photon linear polarisation 
Is determined bv the lepron scattering plane. »'e also note chat 
the e - circular polarisation of an incident lepton Is transferred 
to tho emitted photon witn 100\ tftic;ency as x v - I. 
A. Large p T Two Photon Reaction? 

Perhaps Che most interesting application of two photon physics 
Is the production of hadrins and hadronic jets at large p T. The 
elementary reaction >y -qq -+hadrons yields an asymptotically scale-
ii;vari3ut two-jet cross section at large p T proportional to the 
fourth pcuer of tho quark charge. The yy ~ qq subpi 'cess'0 implies 
the production of two non-colinear, roughly coplanar hit;li p-]- (SPEAR-
11* e) jets, with a crnss section near'..;: flat in rapidity. Such 
"short jets" w<li be readily distinguishable from e +e~ - qq events 
due to nissing visible energy, even without ta^Kinij the forward 
leptons. Ic is mosc useful to determine the ratio, 

, , + - •!- - - + - . . - 22_Le e -* t e ra -» e u + ie'.i-' .,. 
T T dc(e e •* e e !. y . 

siiice experimental uncertainties due to tagging pfficiencv ar.d Lhe 
equivalent photon approximation tend to cancel. In '^D, with 3-
colors, one predicts1 

Y Y , = u.d,tc.... "\ L ' J/ 
where p_ is the total transverse mo-ner-.tim of th'.* jet (or muon) and 
OgtQ'-) •* i-r /{s loc 0- '.'.-•) , $ = 11-2/J n,- for n,- f lav^rs . Measurements 
of the two-jet cross section and R.t. will directlv test the scaling 
of the quarkt propagator ^"^ at larc,e :r.or:e:itu:?. tran^ler, cĥ -ck Lhe 
c Lor factor'* and the qua:!, fractional char.te. i he .'CD radiative 
corrections are expected to depend on the jet production aar.le and 
acceptance. Such corrections are of order i.(p~.'i since mere are 
neither infrared singular it ies in the lr.c 1 us ive 'cross sect i.v.i, i-.or 
quark mass singularities at lar.'e r--, to .-, lve co:wnsat inc. Locarirhmc 
factors. The onset of cKirn and other nuark thresholds can he 



studied once again from the perspective of YT-induced processes. 
The cross section for the production of Jets vitu total hadronic 
transverse momentum (p ) from the YY •*• qq subpiTOcess alone 
can be estimated from the convenient formula, -** 

e •*• e e Jet + X 
(SJP: 4">. -<3,P T 

log-

I 
pTnin 

0.5 nb CeV 
2 at /s - 30 GcV 

where we have taken R ^ ^ 34/27 above the charm tl.*vshold. 

/s - 30 CeV, this is equivalent 
R; i . e . , 

•yi : 140 GeV 

n (GeV) 

" I GeV) 

Fif;. 2. The contribution to R 
from YV * qq two jet processes at 
/s - 30 and U 0 CeV (fromRpf. 12). 

to 0.3 oi unit of 
0.3 tiraiis the 

e +e"*u +ij - Tate. We nere 
that at /s » 200 GeV, the 
croB3 section from the 
e e~ -*• e e'qq su^urocess 
with p ^ , = 10 GeV is 0.02 
nb, i.e., about 9 uniLs of 
R! At such energies e +e~ 
colliding beam machines 
are more nearly labora
tories for YY scattering 
then they are for e +e~ 
annihilation! A useful 
graph" of Lhe increase in 
R fro™, the YY •* qq process 
for arious x ^ = Z p ^ / 

shown in t'ifi. 2. The J5 is _.._ 
l o s s / p T m i n - 1 9 / 6 l n E q * 
(6) arises fr̂ .ii integration 
over the nearly flat rapid
ity distribution ')f the YY 
system. The final state 
in hiflh p.p YY •*" qq tvents 
in the YY center of mass 
should be very similar in 



multiplicity and other hadronic properties as e +e~+ y *qq. although 
uu and cc events should be enhanced relative to dd and ss due to the 
Cg dependence. Mcnte Carlo studies of SPEAR events at s • 4p,j dis
tributed uniformly in rapidity would be useful in order to learn how 
to identify and trigger YY "*• qq events. 

Although the above prediction for Kyy is one of the most straight
forward consequences of perturbative QCD, it should be noted that 
from the perspective of photon physics of 10 years ago, the occurence 
of events with the structure YY-* jet + jet at high p T could cnly be 
regarded as revolutionary. From the VMD standpoint, a real photon 
acts essentially as a scz. of vector mesons; however. It is difficult 
to imagine an inelastic colTision of two hadrons producing two large 
p^ jets without energy remaining in the beam direction! 

On the other hand, if the YY •+ two jet events are not seen at 
close to the predicted magnitude with an approximately scale in
variant cross section, then it would be hard to understand how the 
perturbative structure ot QCD could be applicable to hadronic 
physics. In particular, unless the pointlike couplings of real 
photons to quarks are confirmed, then the analogous predictions for 
perturbative high p_ processes, involving gluons s w h as gg+qq are 
probably meaningless. 

B- Multi-Jet Processes and the Photon Structure Function 

In addition to the two-jet processes, QCD also predicts 3- and 
4-Jet events from subprocesses such as yq **• gq (3-jet production 
where one photon interacts with the quark constituent of the other 

photon) as well ar, the conven
tional high p- QCD subprocHsses 
qq-^qq and qq - f,f, (which lead 
to jets down thf beam direction 
plus jets at larj;c p-r) (sec Fig. 
3). The structurn r: these 
events are very similar to that 
for hadron-hndrun collisions. 
The cross section for Edo/d^pj 

( a l t o 1 (YV-jet+X or ue * tie jet + X) 
can be computed in the standard 

Fig. 3. Contributions from QCD way from the hard scattering 
subprocesses to (a) 4-jet and expansion (s=x ; ix hs, etc.)l3 
(b) 3-jet final states. 

z / v , /<•„„ 



where the hard scattering occurs in ab •+ cd and the fragmenc3tion 
function G

a / A ( x > ?ives the probability of finding constituent a with 
light-cone fraction x = (p + ph /(pjj + ph . In general, G .. has a 

a a a A A a/A 
scale-breaking dependence on log p% which arises from the constituent 
transverse momentum integ -ation when gluon bremsstrahlung or pair 
production is involved.1^ 

However, there is an extraordinary difference between phcton and 
hadrou induced processes. In the case of proton-induced reactions, 
6q/p(x,Q2) is determined from experiment, especially deep inelastic 
lepton scattering. In the case of the photon, the G q/ y structure 
function required in Eq. (7) has a pprturbative component which can 
be predicted from first principles in QCD. This component, as first 
computed bv Witten, ̂  has the asytaprotic form at large probe momentum 
Q 2 

f(x) + O(a-) <S) 

i.e.: aside from an overal] logari 
BjorVer. scales; f(x) is a known 
proton structure function which co 
momentum Q -*•*, this component of 
increases a? log Q^ independent of 

\v 
q / ^ V W W g 

, 1 - , . 1518* 

Fig. -'4. Representation of the 
QCD photon structure function 
in deep inelastic scattering 
on a photon target. Real and 
virtual gluon corrections to 
all orders sre included in 
the analytic results. 

thraic factor, the Y •* q distribution 
alculable function. Unlike the 
ntracts to x* 0 at infinite probe 
the photon structure function 
x. This striking fact is of 
course due to the direct Y-̂ qq" 
perturbative component in the 
photon wavefunction. (The 
apparent violation of momentum 
conservation when Q S ( Q ^ ) <a 
should be cured when higher order 
terms in a are taken into 
account.) In addition to the 
perturbative. component, one also 
expects a nominal hadronic com
ponent due to intermediate 
vector meson states. 

The calculation of the 
photon structure function is 
straightforward if we keep only 
leading logarithms in each order 
of perturbation r eory. The 
leading contribution can be 
written as a simple convolution: 
(see Fig. 4 ) 1 

3a 
2n 

C dk^ C dz r 
Vq' (!.oV)c« 
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where Gqyq(x/2,0/,k2) is the standard non-sJngIet distribution due 
to gluon bremsstrahlung for quarks in a target quark of mass k^ 
being probed at four-momentum squared Q^. The factor of three 
includes the sum over quark colors. In adaition one can include 
smaller sea quark contributions form g •* qq processes. The region 
k 2 < u 2 can be identified with the VBM contribution to G q/ Y. 

Taking moments, we have 

G q / YO.Q-> I 

G(j) f dx x J"' G(x) (11) 

f(j) • J dz z^"1 ( z 2 + Cl-z) 2 

0 

(12) 

Vq* 
ll-l 

The y. are the standard valence anomalous dimensions, as defined in 
(II.2.18). Performing the k 2 Integral In (10) yields 

i l l 
3 2 
27 'q 

This exhibits the remarkable scaling features of the photon structure 
"unction discussed above. 

It is easy to invert the moment equation via the method of 
indurian.^ A graph of xG q/ Y(x) calculated in valence approximation 
in QCD and in the parton model is given in Fig. 5. Good agr'-pment 
is obtained with the (valence plus singlet) results or Llewellyn 
Smith-* over nearly the entire range of x. 



Fig. 5. The valence photon 
structure Function Gn/yCx) 
as calculated in (a) Born 
approximation, (b) to all 
orders in OCD, and (c) the 
x + I limit (Eii. (17)). An 
overall factor proportional 
to log Q 2/A 2 is factored 
out (from Ref. I). 

0 0.2 0.4 Q.6 0. 

The x near 1 behavior of Gq/,(:') can be obtained more directly 
from a direct integration of (10), using the x-+ \ form for the quark 
structure function*1' 

ex P[(3-4Y E)liC 2](l-x) 
q/q' 

where Y E = 0.577... is Euler's constant, C 2 = (S - D/2N = 4/3 , and 

5 - — In - (16) 

One then obtains 

V* v 
J_ 2 

2ir e Q 
(17) 

This result is numerically accurate only for x>0.97 but is off by 
no more than a factor of 2 for x>0.1 (see Fig. 5). 

It is interesting to note that for fixed . tf~, Q 2-*", this ex
pression for G q/v(x,Q 2) approaches a constant. This implies, via 
the Drell-Yan relation, perfect power-law scaling for the y -* TT° 
transition form factor. [See Eq. (2.26), Chapter II.] 

Compared to meson distributions which fall as a power at x-M, 
the photon structure function is nearly flat In x, :icain due to the 
underlying Yqq pointlike vertex. In principle the photon structure 



can be determined experimentaLl^ t'rom the r̂ o photon ey + e'X process, 
i.e.; deef inelastic scattering f^om a photon target.^ 

Returning to the high p.*- jet cross sections, we note the fol
lowing striking fact: in each contribution to the four-jet cross 
section the two factors of as(p~) from the subprjcess cros« section, 
e.g., 

% Cqq-qq) - f %f~ (18) 

(see Fig. 3a) actually cancel (In the asymptotic limit) the tuo 
inverse powers of as(p*') from the tuo C , (x,p^) structure func
tions.* Similarly the single power ot -is(pC) in do/dt (yq -*• gq) 
cancels the single inverse power of a s(p£) structure function in 
the 3-jet :ross section. (See Fig. lb.) Thus miraculously all 
of these jet trigger cross sections obey exact Bjorken scaling 

= 0 -r f(x_,9 ) (19) 
*t T cm 

d P p 2 - . P T 

when the leading QCD perturbatlve corrections to all orders are 
taken into account, ̂  Furthermore, the. asymptotic cross sections 
are even independent of a,(p.j) ! The asymptotic prediction thus has 
essentially zero parameters. 

Quite detailed numeric,?, predictions can be made for the 
ee-*ee Jet+X cross sections by computing Gq/e (from the convolution 
of the equivalent photon approximation G v/ e

 a n c* c h e photon structure 
function Gq/y)» and then summing in Eq. (7) over all 2-2 hard scat
tering QCD processes, including all quark colors and flavors. In 
our calculations* we hav. found it useful to display approximate 
analytic forms which have the correct power-law dependence at large 
Pj- and at the edge of phase space (x^ * 2p,//s-* 1). The analvtic 
forms usually agree with the numerically integrated results to within 
20X. For the analyt'.c calcula .ions, we have used the simplified form 

U i H£ | (20) 

for each quark flavor and color, where 
scattered electron is not tagged. The factor FQ which is - log s/Am^ 
if we use the Born approximation for Y-*<iq> becomes of order 1/Q S (C/) 
when the QCD radiative corrections are taken into account. We have 
found empirically that the value a^iQ^)?^ >• 0.8 gives a fcood charac
terization of the QCD normalization. TFor x-» 1 C q / e actuallv falls 
as (1-x) log t/(l-x).] Note also th.it for x -* 1, the quark and elec
tron tend to have the same helictty. 

http://th.it


For the 4-Jet cross section, the sura over all types of jet 
triggers near 90° gives 

E _|£_ (.V-.Vj.fX) = (£ log nf [i F Q . I ( P J , ] 2 

( 1 V 

-2 2 "-V 3 

- 0.8*10 nbGeV ^ — C/i" . 30 GeV]. (21) 

The sum f is over contributing quark flavors The subprocesses 
include qq-•• qq, qq — qq, and qq~*gg« 

For the 3-jet events, the subporcesses Yq •* gq and Yq •> gq yield 
the cross section 

f/F = 30 GeV]. (22) 

The corresponding r e s u l t for the two j e t cross section from YY-qq i s 

0 * nb CeV 2T~ » < 2 3> 

i.e.: in general, a(2 jet) > o(3 jet) > 0(4 jet). It is clcii. u,a:: 
there is no double counting of cross sections here sincu each type 
of Jet cross section has a distinctive topological structure and 
different pattern of q, q and g jets. A graph of these tross 
sections is shown in Fig- 6. 

To remind ourselves how .."itical the pointlike photon couplings 
are to these results, let us estimate the contribution to high f»T 

Jet production when both photons are neson dominated. We have 

http://V-.Vj.fX


Fig. 6. QCD (and VMD) contributions to 
the e +e~-*e +e~ JeL + X. The i-jet cross 
section includes the contributions fron 
qq-*qo, qq-*qq, and qq •+ gg (from Ref. 1). 

(,yy ~ Jet + X) 

d7 (wO-Jet + X) 

ajvpp * .Tet + X) 
U-x,) 4 

since wc expect G q/„ ~ 
<l-x) 2C q/ D . Tf we take 
Edo (pp •*• Jet -*• X)/d 3p -
300 * Edo/'^p (pp- TTX) -
1.1 nb ,eV6 (l-x R) 9 pf 8, 
then the convolution over 
photon momentum distribu
tions yields the rough 
estimate ( & c m = 90°, 
is = 30 GeVt: 

which is negligible compared to the poinr.like contributions for 
p T > 2 CeV (see lig. 6). We have also checked explicitly that the 
OCD (qq -+ qq hard scattering) contributions from processes such as 
YO -*• qqqq or pp-»qqqq, where one or both photons are meson dominated, 
are also small. 

The overall scaling properties of QCD cross sections due to 
specific subprocesses can be easily deternined fron counting rules. 

bnd 
n •* spect (26) 



where n
a c t i v is the number of elementary fields (q,e,Y,g, etc.) 

participating in the hard scattering subprocess, '•* n n is the 
spect 

number of bound spectators, i.e.: the number of constituent fields 
which do not interact (and thus "waste" the incident energy),^ end 
ftp aL'e the number of unbound spectator fermions (q,e) from pair 
production or brcmsstrahlung scattering processes, as in the equiva
lent photon approximation. In Eqs. (2I)-(23) the number of active 
fields in each case is 4; n b n d * 0, and nr *4,3, and 2 respectively. spect Cm ' F J 

The count(ng rules have small corrections due to logarithmic scale-
breaking effects and the log O/l-x) behavior of Gq/y 

C. High p Meson Production in YY and pp Collisions 

We have also considered in some detail background contributions 
to the yq^Jet-t-X cross section from (higher "twist") subprocesses 
that involve more than the minimum number of active ticlds in Che 

hard scattering subprocess.^" 
The most significant back-

-- ground comes from subprocesses 
of the form (see Fig. 7) 

Yq * Mq 

vhere a photon fro>n one beam 
photoproduces a meson at large 

on a quark constituent of 
other beam. The meson 

Fig. 7, Contribution of the trigger, the recoil quark 
Yq -* Mq subprocesses to (J) Jst, and the spectator q jer. 
e +e~ •+ e +e~« +X and (b) YP"*"" "• together provides a back

ground to the YY •* 3-jet events. 
The normalization of the Yq-*Mo amplitude can be inferred in a 
straightforward way from YP •*ff « photoproduction at large momentum 
transfer: (see Fig. 7(b)) 

the 

Tn) - F^t) £ (Yq •* i-q) (27) dt " v ' " "' V ' dt 

„21 The 90 exclusive cross section^1 falls as s 
with the s~ 7 behavior predicted by Cq. (27), and dimensional 
counting.•* [Sua Chapter II. j The net result is 
( n a c t i v e - 5 ) E -dy- <e +e~^e +e~ Jet + X) = l.lnbGeV 4 (l-x R) 2/p£ where 

d P 
the sum over all pseudo-scalar and vector meson qq b^und states in 
the 12 + I representation of SU(3) constitutes the "jet" trigger. 
As shown in Fig. 6, this contribution falls faster in p T but at 
/s~=30 GeV dominates the Yq -* i'.q 3-jet *.ross section until pj.et -
6 CeV, and (though distinguishable bv topology) it even dommantes 

let the YY-^ qq contribution until px, > 4 CeV. 



It is possible that the normalization of the yq •* Mq subprocess 
has been overestimated; nevertheless this amplitude must occur at 
some level, producing a characteristic pi" f(x^ , 9 c m) cross section. 
The most important check of its contribution w - H come from single 
particle production at large p T , such as e +e~ -* e+e"it"fX. In the case 
of hard scattering processes such as YY-*qq. Yq^gq. and qtj-*qq, the 
final state fragmentation G^/q-U-x) leads to a strong suppression 
(MO ) in the ir+/Jet ratio, since the quark jet must be produced at 
higher momentum than the trigger particle (the "trigger bias" 
effect).22 for example, the leading YY^qq subprocess gives 

E -^f- ( 6 % + e V / x ) - 6 x 10" 4 nb GeV ! 

d p 
u-V (28) 

On the other hand, the Yq "** q subprocess produces a pion at high p_ 
without suppression from fragmentation: 

dp 
(e e •+ e e~it J O - 3 * I0~ z f.b CeV -**' (29) 

- 7T* Inclusive Cross Section 
6tm."90* 
/ T = 30GeV 

Pj. IGeV/c) 

Fig. 8. Leading contributions to in
clusive plon contributions from e +e~ 
annihilation and e^e" •* e+e-T"T( (from 
Ref. 1). 

(Inclusion of non-"prorapt" 
u *s from resonance decay 
approximately doubles the 
production rate.) This 
contribution is thus pre
dicted to dominate single 
pion production in the YY 
process until very high 
pip. With the above norma
lization, and in the ab
sence of electron or 
positron tagging, the two-
photon reaction provides 
a significant background 
to the 90° inclusive it+ 

spectrum from e+e**-* Y* •* 
TI + + X for x T < 0.15 at 
/s - 30 GeV. (See Fig. 8.) 

It will be extremely 
interesting to verify the 
normalization and especi
ally the power law of the 
> V - * T I + + X cross section. 
The P T & power is derived 
directly from the lowest 
order diagram for yq •* 
(qq)q where the qq system 
is at fixed mass; higher 
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order QCD corrections can only modify the result by an overall 
logarithmic factor. The fact that the single hadron trigger is pro
duced directly in the hard scattering subprocess rather than by quark 
or gluon fragmentation also is an important feature in hadron-hadron 
collision. In this case, as described in the constituent interchange 
model (CIM), 20 dominant subprocess contributing to the pp + ir+X and 
pp-• pX cross sections for p T < 8 GeV are expected to be the prompt 
hard-scattering reactions such as qM-»-qM and qB-*qB, respectively. 
These subprocesses immediately explain why the observed power law for 
Edo/d 3p at fixed x^ and 6 c r a are close to p~ 8 (meson production) and 
p ^ 1 2 (proton production) for data below p T » 8 GeV. The CIM approach 
also can account far the observed angular distributions, same side 
momentum correlations, and charge correlations (flavor transfer) 
between opposite aides.23 We will discuss the central issues for 
hadron collisions in the next chapter. 

In summary, it becomes evident that two photon collisions can 
provide a clean and elegant testing ground for perturbative quantum 
chromodynamics. The occurrence of YY re?.ctlons at an experimentally 
observable level implies that the entire range of hadronic physics 
which can be studied, for example, at the CERK-ISR can also be 
studied in parallel in e -e~ machines. Although l-:w p̂ . Y Y reactions 
should strongly resemble meson-meson collisions, the elementary field 
nature of the photon implies dramatic differences at large p^. We 
have especially noted the sharp contrasts between hadron-and photon-
induced reactions due to the photon's pointlike coupling to the 
quark current and the ability nf a photon to give nearly all of Its 
momentum to a quark. The large momentum transfer region can be a 
crucial testing ground for QCD since not only are a number of new 
subprocesses accessible (YY^qq, Yq"*"gq, Yq^Mq, deep inelastic 
scattering on a photon target) with essentially with no free para
meters, but most important, one can make predictions for a major 
component of the photon structure function directly from QCD. We 
also note that there are open questions in hadron-hadron collisions, 
e.g., whether non-perturbative effects (instantons, wee parton 
interactions) are important for large p T reactions.2^ Such effects 
are presumably absent for the perturbative, pointlike interactions 
of the photon. We also note chat the interplay between vector-meson-
darainance and pointlike contributions to the hadronic interactions 
of photon is not completely understood in QCD, and YY processes may 
illuminate these questions. 
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rV. HADRON AND PHOTON PRODUCTION AT {ARC'S TRANSVERSE 
MOMENTUM AND THE DYNAMICS OF QCD JETS 

1, Introduction 

The Most direct tests of the interactions of qu3rks and gluons 
at short distances involve the production uf single hadrons, hadronic 
jets, and vhotnns at large transverse momentum. In this chapter we 
will review several areas of hadronic phenomenology which test pre
dictions of quantum chroraodynamics calculated frcm perturbation 
theory, including: 
(a) The production of direct photons at large transverse momentum 

In hadron-hadron collisions.^>^ In perturbative QCD, the ratio 
of gluon jet and direct photon cross sections is directly 
calculable, and leads to important phenomenological co~straint5. 

(b) The multiplicity and distribufon of hadrons in inclusive reac
tions may be related to color separation of the initiating 
subprocesses.'•' The consequences of this ansatz for gluon and 
quark Jets are discussed. We also review other possible dis
criminants of jet parentage. 

(c) The hadronic decay of the upsilon via three gluon jet^»° or a 
photon plus two gluon jets 0 could provide some of the most 
definite tests of QCD. 

(d) Gluon jets may be "oblate" with principal axes correlated with 
the gluon polarization.' 

(c) The gluon distribution of a hadron is connected with the size 
of the source due to coherent effects and is not determined 
solely by the quark distribution.3 
At present, the mast controversial area of QCD phenomenology 

concerns the production of single hadrons at large transverse 
momentum In proton-proton collisions. • * Wt> shall begin our 
discussion with a short review of the current issues. 

2. Production of Large Transverse Momentum Particles In 
Hadron-Hadron Collisions 

There are currently two main approaches to large p̂ . phenomena 
— both based on ptsrturbative QCD and a "hard scattering expansion." 

(A) Quc-rk, filuon scattering models. The basic collision sub-
processes responsible for the lar^o momentum transfer are assumed 
to be qq-*qq, qj; — qj;, and gg-*-yg. as calculated in Born approximation 
QCD- 1* Violation ot scale-invari^nce occurs through the running 
coupling constant J S ( Q - ) , the quark and i* Luon structure functions, 
and the transverse momentum (kj) distributions of the constituents 
in the had ran iu w.-ivefunctiuns. The calculations automatically in
clude those parts of higher particle number subprocesses such is 
qq -*• qqg which contribute to logarithmic scaling violations in the 
structure funr.t ions. 



(B) The Constituent Interchange Model 
of the contributions listed in (A), QCD also 
subprocesses*3 where more than r!.̂  ir.Lnir.al p. 
fields participate in the hard scatter ip."* re: 
qB -*• qB*, (jq -*• Mq, qo * MM, etc . Here "M" and ' 
clusters of fixed r..iss relative tt; pj. 
subprocesses are rcadiiv cuinputed from 

in (A) I05arir.hr.ic scaling v 

i : a ition to all 
its "higher twist" 

quark and gluon 
. such as qM-* qM', 

ate qq and qqq 
Thr- cross sections for these 
linir.al QCV> diagrams.' 3 » l i t 

: occur,^5 Hv definition, 
all large p T exclusive higher twist suaprocesses are responsible 

reactions involving hadrons. 
The basic distinction between these two approaches for an in

clusive reaction such as pp - WX is simply whetner (a) the high p-j-
trigger meson is formed after the hard scattering (e.g., qiq^^qiq? 
with q^ -»- qi ••") or (h) formed before the collision and then scattered 
(e.g., nq-»Tiq). Obviously both types of subprocesses contribute to 
the cross section at some level — it is a question of kinematics 
where each dominates: for fixed x-j-= 2p T/s and ° c r, the Born contri
butions clearly dominate at p T -* ̂  since 

(nq-f nq) 

T T (qq-qq) dt L p T 

On the other hand, the necessity for final state fragmentation in 
any quark or gluon scattering reaction implies a numerical suppres
sion of the cross section by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude! This 
crucial factor (called "trigger bias'' by Ellis, Jacob, and 
Land=hoffl&) results because a quark typicallv «ives 75" of its 
momentum to the trigger particle due to its rapidly failing frag
mentation function G^/^(z) at 2 ** 1. The qq •* qq subprocess then 
occurs at an effectively higher p™ where the cress section is orders 
of magnitude smallei. (It i- this effect that yields large jet/ 
single ratios, since the (quark or gluon) jet trigger is not sup
pressed by this effect.) On the other hand, if the pion trigger 
emerges directly from the subproce-a,. (as in the CIM Mq •+ ?q sub-
processes) then there is no trigger bias suppression. Thus for 
some range of p T , the "higher twist" QCD-CIM subprocesses will be 
numerically important. Ignoring (levarithmic) sc^ie-violating 
effects (see Chapter II ) the cross sections have the representative 
forms (see Fig. 1) 

QCD-Born: -~— <pp-nX) 
d p / E 

(l-x_) (2.2-, 
(100)rZ 

QCD-CIM: 
dp/E 

<?n--X) ~ -^ U - v , 

http://ir.Lnir.al
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The critical question is deter
mining the magnitude of each 
contribution. 

In principle, it is straight
forward to determine the normali
zation of the 2 -+ 2 QCD subprocess 
contributing to the inclusive 
cross section, since a s and the 
structure functions are to a 
large extent determined (although 
there is some uncertainty in 
determining the gluon distribu
tions in hadrons). The effect of 
the loj distributions of the 
hadronic constituents is contro
versial. An essential point 
ignored in many model calculation 
is that the interacting constitu
ents are always off the mass 
shell and spacelike:' .17 

«?• (2.A) 

Fig. 1. QCD hard scattering 
subprocesses for pp-*TrX. In 
(a),(b) and (c) the IT is 
formed after the hard scat
tering via quark or gluon 
fragmentation. In (d) and 
(e), the "higher twist" CIM 
contributions, the meson is 
formed before the hard scat
tering. Diagram (f) repre
sents the "fusion" CIH 
qq-*ii + M contribution. 

"2 where m is a linear combination 
of squares of spectator and incident hadron masses (see Chapter II). 
The off-shell kinematics ensure that the gluon pole in the qq *qq 
amplitude never occurs in the physical region, and serve to damp 
out the effects of large k T. In partice, one finds that k T fluctua
tions d_£ not increase the inclusive cross section by more than a 
factor of 2 for p-. z 2 GeV, even if we assume very large mean k-p ~ 
850 MeV Gaussian smearing.*° A representative calculation is shown 
in Fig. 2. (If one uses on-shell kinematics, the cross section can 
be increased by an arbitrary amount depending on a cut-off.) Off-
shell kinematics are of course required whether one uses covariant 
Feynman amplitudes or time-ordered perutrbation theory. 

The cross section for subprocesses such as qM*qM has the form 

2 

corresponding to the QCD" amplitude shown in Fig. 1(d). The qM-*• qM 
amplitude falls as s~l at fixed u because of the exchanged fermion 
in the u-cnannel. The power fall-off at fixed centev-of-mass angle 
agrees with the dimensional counting rules do/dt= s~(n~2) where n 
( = 6 here) is the number of active fields in the initial and final 

20 onstant a\< is proportional to a s (p~) time s th= meson 
wavefunction at the origi/i. It can be fixed phenomenologically (to 



Fig. 2. (a) Data and QCD contributions for Edc/d p (pp + tX) at 
6cm " 90°. The dotted line has no scale violations or k T fluctua
tions. The lower solid curve indicates scale violations in the 
structure functions and a s. The upper solid curve indicates scaie 
violations plus kf fluctuations calculated with off-shell kinematics. 
Cb) QCD results for p^ Edo7d3p (pp-*ff°X). The dashed curves indi
cate scale violations. The solid curves irdicate scale violations 
plus off-shell kj fluctuations. (From Hurgan and Scharbach, Ref. 18.) 
The sum of QCD plus CIK diagrams Rive a good fit to "he data. See 
Figs. 5 and 8. 

within a factor of - 2 ) , since the qM*qM amplitude enters directly 
in the meson elastic form factor and meson-proton elastic scattering 

at large rcomentun transfer 
_M M M M M M (see Fig. 3). In a re=enc 
^ — V ^ ^5v— - ^ ^ ^^^-^c^ paper, Elankenbecler, Cunion 

' ' Y V T T a n cj i n a v e found that within 
errors of order ±50%, a M = 
. CeV 19 

Fig. 3. Contribution of qM -+ qM 
amplitude (a^ to meson-baryon 
scattering (b) anti t'r.ti rai>s»n 
form factor (c). 

In order to determine 
the size of the contribution 
of the Mq •* Mq subpracess to 
the pp -+ TTX (see Fig. 4) we 
also need the normalization 
of C M / q ( x ) , the distribution 
of virtual qq states in the 
proton. (The sane normali-
?*:lon enters virtual meson-



Fig. 4. The C ^ Mq-Ttq 
contribution to pp-*"nX 
at large p T . The virtu
al meson H is a qq com
ponent of the nucleon. 

induced reactions, such as Deck or 
Drell diagrams in low t hadronlc phy
sics and the height of the meson 
plateau in forward reactions.) We 
have assumed a normalization such that 
-"1/2 of the q sea can be identified as 
constituents of the virtual qq states. 

With these normalizations, we 
find that contributions (B) are in 
fact consistent with the normalization 
of FNAL 2 1 and ISR data 2 2 for pp-»-nX up 
to p.j-6 to LO GeV. At that point we 
predict the 2 -•• 2 QCD — Born subpro-
cesses contributions (A) will cross 
over and dominate the Inclusive cross 
section. 1^* 2 2 (See Fig. 5.) Moreover, 
we note the following: 

, 2 1 (1) The j e s t power-law f i t to the Chicago-Princeton' 1 1 FNAL 
data i s 

-v 
is agreement with the predicted CIM powers. 

D Clark el al . 
__ • • Eqgert el a l . 

n * CCOR 
y?«62.4 GeV 

p T (GeV-t! 

Fig. 5. Comparison with data of CD! plus QCD (p T ) 
contributions to the pp •* *°X cross section. Scale-
breaking is neglected and a s * .15 in the QCD term. 
(From Jones and Gunion, Ref. 23.) 



(2) The best fit^** to the angular distribution of the subprocess 
in pp ••• ttX is do/dt = 1/su^ or l/st3 in agreement with the predicted 
CIM form. 

(3) The CIM mechansira predicts that the trigger particle 
usually emerges alone without same-side correlated particles, or 
from the decay of resonances, especially the p. This is in excellent 
agreement with the results of the Briti.sh-French-Scandinavian^S 
group's experiment at the ISR, who find that in -852 of the events 
with a 4 GeV trigger, the trigger particle is unaccompanied by same-
aide charged particles (aside from the usual low momentum background). 
The small growth of the same-side momentum with the trigger p-i-
observed in the experiment indicates that on av, \i.-t.' more than 907, 
of the trigger momentum is carried by the trigger pion — much larger 
thai; thu -75% expected from q or g jet fragmentation.26 The flSF data 
clearly does not support the hypothesis that the same-side jet is a 
quark or glucn jet. 

(4) The qM-*-qM subpracesses implies that flavor is generally 
exchanged in the hard scattering reaction.27 f o r example, consider 
the quark interchange and qq*MM fusion contributions to pp-»-KrX 
shown in Fig. 6. The average charge of the recoil quark is slightly 
positive for the K* trigger and >+l/3 for the case of the K~ 
trigger. Thus the charge and flavor of the p.way-side jet in the 
CIM can be correlated with the flavor quantum numbers of the trigger. 
In contrast, gluon exchange diagrams predict very small^G flavor 
correlations between the away-side and same-side systems. The data 

from the ESF-ISR group (see 
_ ' - _ Fig. 7) for various charge 

triggers ac 90° show 
striking flavor correla
tions, especially for K~ 
and p triggers, in general, 
agreement with the above 
expectations for the quark 
exchange processes of the 
CIM model. (A possible 
difficulty, however, may 
be the absence of a strong 
difference in the away-side* 
+/- ratio for TT+ and *i~ 
triggers. This may be due 
to the fact that resonance 
decays, particularily p°-» 
T-+TT~, dilute the charge 
correlations.> It should 
be emphasized tiiat the CEM 
terms are not maximal for 
back to back configurations 
because of the difference 
in q and M distributions. 
[This could explain why 
charge correlations are 

M 

u 2u td,s 

< 0 , > = l / 6 

(«) 

DC 
M. 

DC 
u s 

< Q 5 > = l / 3 

(b) 

s 

< 0 5 > = l / 3 

(•) 

DC 
s 3u,d 

<0 q> = 5/ l2 

1=) 

u 

: & " 
Zu.d 

(Q M > = 2 / 3 

(t) 

Fig. 6. Analyses of charge flow in 
CIM diagrams for pp -*-K*X. Quark 
exchange in the subprocess impKes 
charge correlations between the 
trigger and away-side Jet. 
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Fig. 7. Numbir of fast positive 
and negative particles on the 
eide-away from a 90° trigger for 
various trigger type. (From 
Ref. 25.) The gluon exchange 
QCD diagrams give an away-side 
jet nearly independent of the 
trigger type. See R. Field, 
Ref. 10. 

strongest away from zero rapidity 
on the away-side in the 3SF-ISR2-» 
experiment and why only minimal 
flavor correlations are observed 
in the FNAL experiment of R. J. 
Fisk e£ al.,28 w n o only look at 
particles directly opposite a 
90° trigger. The correlations 
will also be reduced because of 
the nuclear target.] 

In each case we would ex
pect that these charge correla
tions will disappear at very 
high p T when the 2 •*• 2 QCD — 
Born subprocesses become domi
nant. It is interesting to note 
that for K~ and p triggers, the 
cross-over point Is predicted 
by Jones and Gunion" to occur 
<for pp collisions) at a rela
tively small p T (~4 to 5 GeV 
at ISR energies) due to the 
rapid fall-off of the CIH terms 
as x T + L for these triggers. 
Thus there is a rich, dynamical 
structure controlled by the p^ 
and ju kinematics which can 
be unraveled by quantum number 
correlations. 

d 3p (pp-t-pX) « 

(5) In the case of pp-»pX, 
the dominant CD1 subprocess is 
the qB-»qp subprc-.ess. The 
theoretical prediction is Edo/ 

The Chicago-Princeton21 fit at 90° in " 1 2 / 1 x 7 * p T ( l - x T ) ' . 
fact gives p i 1 1 , (1 - xT)***® at FNAL energies, p T < 7 GeV with uncer
tainties in the exponent of order *0.5. We emphasize that a success
ful model for single particle production must account for both high 
p T meson and baryon data. There does not seem any way to account 
for the pp •+ px scaling behavior in terms of Z + 2 QCD subprocesses 
without enormous scale-breaking in the q + p distribution function; 
we note that data from DESY for e+e~-* pX appears to be reasonably 
consistent with scale-invariance. On the other hand, we find that 
the normalization jf the Bq-*-Bq subprocess required here is consist
ent with elastic pp •+ pp scattering and the proton form factor.19 
In addition, at 9 c m » 9 0 ° , x T>0.6, we predict that the direct scat
tering process pq*pq (where the incident proton itself scatters in 
the subprocess) should become dominant, leading to p™"(l - X j ) J 

behavior. The direct scattering contribution to inclusive pp •* pX 
connects smoothly to elastic scattering pp-*pp, in agreement with 
the Djorken-Kogut "correspondence principle" arguments.29 



Combining the QCP 7-2 Born subprocess contributions w^ th the 
CIM (higher twist QCD) contributions leads to a combined prediction 
for pp-Tt+X- of the form ( 9 ^ = 9 0 ° ) ^ 

dc + - 2 ( l _ X T ) 9 ( l - V 9 

E •&••• (pp-,r+X ) = as{?p CO.035) ± — + (9) ± — , 
<*"p P T P T 

C2.7) 

in GeV uniLs. The 0.035 factor includes the suppression factor due 
to trigger bl is'^ from q -<• M+q fragmentation as discussed above. 
(The factor o 9 in the CIM term is computed using Q M =2 GeV 2 and 
an estimated factor of 2 from resonance decay contributions to in
clusive ii prcduction.) The (1-Xj) y power comes from convolutions 
of valence distributions G q/ p(x) with (I-x)^ fall-off and Gt./q ~ 
(1-x)^. Asymptotic freedom , 5 spin correlations, etc. can Increase 
the effective power to ( l - x T ) 1 0 a r H . Thus at p T ~ 1 0 GeV, the 2*2 
subprocesses are predicted to be dominant, the power of p-r for TT->°, 
Y7, and production should decrease to pj and then asymptotically 
approach p ^ scaling, modulo QCD logarithmic radiative corrections. 
At these values of p™ all the canonical QCD predictions characteris
tic of the Born diagrams should hold; in particular the same-side 
system will cease to be dominated by single particles, and flavor 
correlations between the trigger and away-side system will tend to 
zero. An important prediction of QCD is the eventual dominance of 
gluon Jet recoil. H t i 6 

We note that recent ISR data 2 2 for the pp-*n°X cross section 
for 6 •= p-< 12 GeV are indeed consistent with a sum of terms of the 
form of Lq. (2.7) (see Fig. 8). For p T < 8 GeV, the experimental 
data are consistent with dominance of the CIM terms. We emphasize 
that the predicted QCD 2 •+ 2 Born contributions alone are at least 
a factor of 5 below the data tor p T *• 4 GeV, ever, allowing for a 
factor of 2 from k^ smearing corrections and uncertainties in the 
effective value of i s; in any event these contributions are incon
sistent with all of the features of the data, (1) through (5) 
discussed above. 

An important theoretical question is how to syit-pmatically 
include the effects of higher particle number hariNscattering sub-
processes 2 •* n and even m + n. In a recent paper b\ Casewell, Horgan, 
and myself^ w e showed that for $•* field theory, tV.e Inclusive crose 
section for A+B-*Cr/ can be computed systematically in terms of a 
sura of Inconerent hard scattering contributions, ar. expected by 
parton-model considerations, In the ;>-* model all effects associated 
with large ky in the incident wavefunc:ion are automatically include 
when the higher order subprocesses are taken into account, Subpro-
cessfts with higher number of active fields suffering the large 
momentum transfer give higher po ers of p̂ . fall-off. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison with data of CIM plus QCD Cpx ) contributions 
to the pp-*-Tt°X cross section. Scale-breaking is neglected and a g -
.15 in the QCD term. (From Jones and Gunion, Ref- 23.) The data 
may include contributions from direct photons, pp-*-^. 

Fig. 9). 
The situation in QCD is best Illustrated by an example (see 

A Feynman diagram which corresponds to qq •*• qq scattering 
with gluon bremsstrahlung yields 
contributions to both the qq-^ qq 
hard scattering subprocess (when 
the emitted gluon gj is parallel 
to q^) and to the qg-*-qg suhpro-
cess (when the exchange gluoi. g^ 
is at low k T relative to q 2 ) -
The contribution where the q3, 
q^, and g all emerge at differ
ent 8 C I 1 1 Is suppressed by a power 
of log p£. Note that (1) off-
shell kinematics are required 
in order to obtain the correct 
contribution to the gq-*-gq sub-
process; (2) it would be double-
counting to include both kf 

fluctuations no qq -»qq scattering plus the gq -* gq subprocess; and 
(3) the leading logarithmic corrections to the qq •* qq scattering 
are already included when the measured Gq/ p structure function is 
used. A consistent treatment i'* QCD requires simultaneous considera-

-^ 

Fig. 9. Illustration of hard 
scattering expansion. The 
Feynman amplitude (a) contai. J 
contributions from (a) qq •* qq 
and (b) gq-*gq subprocesses. 



tlon of the hat*. :onic wavefunctions, off-shell effects, and the kj 
fluctuations implicit In higher particle number subprocesses. 

The theoretical origin of the k^ di3Crtbucion of the quark and 
gluon. distributions in hadrons is complicated, since there are 
clearly several mechanisms at work: 
(a) The tail of the hadronir. wavefunction at large k^ due to con

stituent recoil -jives a contribution of order 

(2.8) dK 
" 4 

(tn2 << 4« $ 

i corrections due to single i gluor i rei 

dH 
>4 

, 2 (m << "r" PT> (2.9) 

and eventually will dominant over (a). This contribution can 
also be identified with 2*3 QCD subprocesses. 

(c) In any inclusive process in which color is virtually separated 
the radiated soft gluons taken together give an effective k T 

distribution. According to the analysis of Dokshi'.ser, 
D'yakanov, and Troyan^O for the Drell-Yan process, the effective 
distribution has a computable Gaussian-like shape. 

(d) The Intrinsic k-j. distribution of the hadronic wavefunctian due 
to binding and ohter non-perturbative effects. The recent 
bubble chamber measurements of the final state hadron distribu
tion In deep inelastic neutrino-proton scattering reported at 
this meeting by Vander Velde^ shows that the intrinsic ^ of 
the constituents are in fact small; the fast hadrons near Xp = 
-1 in the U 1 - proton cm frame (from the spectator "qq" jet) 
have <k£> * 0.1 GcV . The large values of k T observed in Drell-
Yan and large p T reactions (from p o u C distributions) thus must 
be attributed to a combination of the mechanics (a),(.b) and (c). 

As we discussed, the CIM (higher twist QCD) diagrams can tem
porarily dominate the 2*2 Born subproccss contributions because of 
the trigger bias In single particle high p T reactions. In the case 
of jet triggers, the trigger bias is absent, and the QCD Born terms 
are expected to be dominant even ai. p T - 4 GeV. Thus jet experiments 
can provide a direct tool to check the basic form of QZD dynamics, 
verify the form and magnitude of the tri- and quartic-gluon inter
actions, etc. At present, there is a great deal of uncertainty how 
to define a Jet trigger, particularly because of possibly striking 
differences in the structure of gluon and quark jets. The study of 
Jet production In two photon physics and the recoil system in deep 
inelastic scattering should be helpful for establishing workable 
definitions for jet triggers. 



The CTM-QCD approach to large p T dynamics, combined with dimen
sional counting rule^ for (VfLTmining the leading power behavior, 
makes a Large number of pher.omcnological predictions (see itefs. 19, 
23). Thus far, I an nut aware of any serious conflicts with data. 
In particular, the observed particle ratios such as pp •+ K~X/pp •*• fĈ C 
and beam ratios ^p -"iX/pp * TTX are not inconsistent with the CD! 
{although in the latter case, the situation is complicated by the 
presence of sevurai competing subprocesses). It is very interesting 
that corrections to scaling can now be systematically evaluated in 
perturbative QC'J for the higher twist/ClH subprocesses (see Chapter 
II). 

3. Photon Production at Large P 

J.n addition to yy collisions (see Chapter III), other photon-
induced reactions such as yp-*-nX, Y P * Y X , and yp-*jet X are sensitive 
to "direct" QCD reactions such as yq+Mq, and yq -* Yq, where the In
cident photon participates in the hard scattering subprocess (and no 
forward hadrons are produced) i^ as well as standard QCD or CIM sub-
processes such as qq-*-qq, qH t qH, and qM-tyM, where the perturbation 
QCD "anti-scaling" structure function of r.he incident photon is 
important. 

Photon production at large p-j- can also be used as an important 
probe of the underlying hard scattering subprocesses.'' Discarding 
photons which are produced from hadron decay (u° + yy, n° -* yy, etc.), 
we can distinguish several mechanisms in QCD: 

(a) QCD Born contributions with quark fragmentation, e.g.: 
e+e~-*qq, qq+qq, gq -* gq with q -*• yq • The Gf/q(x.Q ) fragmentation 
distribution has the Witten^ anti-scaling form and is nearly flat 
in x until x vt>ry clo^e to 1. If a QCD 2-2 subprocess dominates 
both 7f and y production, then 

- 5 (pp-^yX) . , . 
d Jp/E Y / q U T J a _ ( 3 ^ 

^ - ( P P ^ X ) <Vq C xT> ' " ^ 
d p/E 

at 9 =90°, independent of p T. 
(b) Direct QCD Born contributions, from subprocesses such as: 

gq - yq and qq •*• yg 

In these processes the photon is produced in the subprocess itself. 
Since there are no accompanying trigger jet hadrons one can easily 
distinguish such reactions from fragmentation processes.^ These 
reactions can also be important for producing massive lepton pairs 
at large transverse momentum. 

(c) CIM-type subnrocesses, such as Mq-yq, where the incident 
meson M is a correlate.] qq pair in the incident hadron wavefunction. 



Both processes (b) and (c) can dominate over (a) for moderate p T 

because of the absence of trigger bias suppression. The nominal 
scaling laws are^ 

E ^ ( p p ^ v X ) 
dp 

as ay T *a* ̂ ""^1' e t c-

as a ~T ( b ) e q * Y q 

where a^ -a/as(,pj) ~a log p^/A^ and e - 1-x̂ .. A systematic discussion 
of these contributions and their relative magnitude is discussed in 
Ref. 2. We found that with conventional parameterizations, the CIM 
contributions (c) exceed the QCD (a) + (b) terms until p^-8 GeV at 

/s-33 GeV, and until pi ~ 
9 GeV at /s = 61 GeV. The 
ratio of y to pion produc
tion 'parameterized az e , 
pi|) Is shown in Fig. 10. 
For p T ^ 8 GeV where the CIM 
subprocesses dominate both 
piou and photon production, 
we predict at 90° the cross 
section ratio:!9,2 

X = 

roughly independent of s. 
This dependence of pj and s 
should be readily distin
guishable from the y/" -
dy/ (1-Jtj) dependence charac
teristic of conventional 
QCD calculations. We also 
note that the predictions 
of Fontannaz-*4 and Blanken-
becler et^ ^ . -" which are 
based on the Mq -*• Y*q sub-
process appear to account 
for a large share of the 
p_ distribution of massive 
lepton pairs.-*& 
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Fig. 10. Predicted ratio from QCD 
plus CIM contributions for Y/TT in 
pp collisions. (From R. Riickl e^ 
al., Ref. 2.) 



4. Photon and Gluon Jet Production 

It should be emphasized that direct large p T photon production 
at the magnitude discussed here is an essential prediction of the 
hard-scattering approach to hadron dynamics. In particular, since 
photons and gluons enter subprocesses in a similar manner, there is 
a close relationship between gluon jet and direct photon production. 
For example, consider the subprocessesll 

£(«-«> - ^[- i iw)*^] (•.» 
and 

At 90°, this implies 

do 
3 (PP^TX) 

d p/E &h (4,3) 

from these subprocesses alone. Direct photons and gluon jets from 
these contributions have the same scaling laws, independent of 
structure functions, k^ smearing, etc. We note that the gq -+gq 
subprocess «>ives -1/4 of the total jet production cross section from 
all QCD 2-*2 subprocesses.26 Therefore we have a lower bound 

_diZl a (J£t\ . ^ L ^ ( 4 r 6 ) 

-22— (pp-mX) \ " 'expt 88a (pD 
d 3

P/E 3 T 

For example, if the jet/IT ratio is of order 300 (to 600) as in the 
FNAL E260 experiment3? (p^~4.5 GeV, E L a b - 200 GeV), then the y/" 
lower bound is 12.5% (to 25%). Conversely, the experimental upper 
bound for Y/H of (.55. i .92)% as reported by J. H. Cobb ejt al..3* at 
2 < p T < 3 GeV, /s = 55 GeV implies an uppe'r bound for Jet/n production 
of order 30, which is in severe disagreement with QCD expectations 
and the trend of experimental results. Thus the production of direct 
photons may provide one of the most important constraints on QCD 
subprocesses. 
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5. Color and Hadron Multiplicity 

One of the most intiiguing problems in QCD is -to unravel 
the mechanisms which control the developnuv.it of hadron multiplicity 
in large momentum Lransier reactions. The "inside-outside" space-
time development of hadron production as discussed by Casher, Koj*.ut, 
and Sussklnd^9 a n ii Bjorken''0 for e +e" -* qq •* hadron is consistent with 
causality and confinement. This picture implies that the fastest 
hadrcns (which contain the valence quarks) are formed last, and the 
slow polarization cloud first. Weiss ;mJ 1,^' building on earlier 
work,^ have shown that in such a picture, the charge of a quark jet 
(oi, the average) is equal to the charge of p.irpnt qu.irk plus the 
average charge of anti-quarks In the sea: 

Q, - Q + <Q- > (5.1) 
jet ^q xq se"\ ' 

Here Qj et * s obtained by integrating the charge density in the Jet 
starting from yQ (anywhere in the central region) to v

m a x . Oluon 
jets have Q j e t •= 0. These results hold for all conserved quantum 
numbers Q, 

The inside-outsiOe description of jet dynamics leads to the 
following ansatz for QCD:^ Soft hadron production in a hard scat
tering reaction depends only on the effective color separation. 
Accordingly, two reactions which initially separate any twu 3 and 3 
systems (q, q, qr;, qq, etc.) will have the same distribution of 
hadrons in the central region. (Only the fragmentation region dis
criminates the flavor and composition of the jet.) Thus we expect 
the same multiplicity distributions (e.g., plateau height) in the 
central region for the hadron system X in e +e~ •* X, Y*n + X, and 
pp -*• \i v" + X (Drell-Yan mechanism), given the same rapidity separation 
of the 3 and 3 systems. For large p T reactions, the subprocess 
qq + qq leads to four 3 or 3 jets. The multiplicity aid associated 
coherence effects associated with these jets can be computed in 
analogy with the soft-photon production formulae of QED for the 
corresponding charge separation reaction, positronium + positronium 
-*• e + + X Ce +e i + e + e i subprocesses]. The net multiplicity corresponds 
to A quark jets, with coherent enhancement in the interference ."one. 

An important consequence of the color separation ansatz is that 
gluon (color 8) jets must have a different soft hadron spectrum than 
quark jets. In fact, for Nc-*-«°, the color separation for a gluon jet 
i- the same as two incoherent quark jets. More generally, the 
number of soft gluons bremsstrahlunged from a gluon source compared 
to a quark source is given by the ratio of Casmir operators for the 
adjoint and fundamental representation: ' 

=• =• f for color SU(3) (5.2) 
c 

Thus we expect that the plateau height for soft gluons (or sea 

http://developnuv.it
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quarks) in the gluon jet is 9/4 that of quark jets (i.e., a color 
octet has 3/2 the "color charge" of the color triplet). If we assume 
the density of produced hadrons is linearly related to the sea-quark 
density, then gluon jets will have more than twice as many soft 
hadrons in the central region compared to quark jets. Further,43.44 
the energy of a gluon jet will be contained in a larger solid angle 
due to its increased "straggling" — again due to the 9/4 color 
factor. The leading particle distribution in a gluon jet will also 
be depleted more strongly by soft gluon radiation. 

On the other hand the dependence of hadron multiplicity on soft 
gluon or quark production may not be as strong as linear. For 
example, the lower density of g •* qq pairs in a color triplet jet 
implies that the average cluster (singlet qq) mass will b^ of higher 
mass than clusters due to the more copious bremsstrahlunc from the 
color octet jet. Since the heavier clusters decay with a higher 
multiplicity, the net difference between quark and gluon multipli
cities may not be as severe as indicated by QCD perturbation 
theory,^5 Nevertheless, taking into account their different struc
ture at the short distance level, it would be very surprising If the 
hadron distribution from quark and gluon jets turned out to be 
identical. 

QCD and "Hole" Partons 
Several years ago BjorV.cn1**> postulated the concept of a "hole" 

parton to describe the development c.E the final state multiparticle 
distribution after a deep inelastic lepton reaction. It is an 
interesting question whether this parton model ansatz has an 
analogue in QCD. 

A common phenomenolo
gical assumption is that 
sea quarks in a hadron 
arise as low-mass pair 
states created from gluon 
bremsstnahluns- If this 
perturhdlive picture is 
correct, then after a sea 
quark with rapidity y 0 is 
struck by a deep inelastic 
Y or W, the spectator sys
tem consists of (1) an 
antiquark (hole parton) at 
y "* Yn uitb quantum numbers 
opposite to those of the 
struck quark, and (2) a 
leading particle system 
with the rapidity of the 
target hadron, but with 
color 8 (see Fig. 11(a)). 
There are thus two rapidity 
regions created from the 
color neutralization: 

Fig. 11. Illustration of final 
state hadran distribution deep 
inelastic lepton scattering on 
a sea quark arising from (a) 
gluon bremsstrahlung or (b) a 
(qq qqq) Fock state. 

http://BjorV.cn1**
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(a) a "current" plateau region of length log Q- between the 3 and 3, 
and (b) an "hAdronic" plateau of length log (W-/Q-) between the 8 and 
hoLe parton 3. The density of soft gluons created in the neutrali
zation of the 3-8 system will be 9/4 that of the 3-3 separated sys
tem; thus we expect the height of the hadronic plateau to be higher 
than that of the current plateau; i.e., the hadronic multiplicity 
will be a function of both W- and Q~. Despitt these expectations, 
data from deep inelastic electron and neutrino reactions indicate 
that the current and hadron rnultiplicity plateaus have equal heights. 
We note that dual string picture also predicts that the "hadronic" 
plateau should be twice as high as the "current" plateau. 

There is however an alternative description of the proton gluon 
and quark distribution, which requires giving up a simple perturbs-
tive picture of the qq sea.*' The hadronic state is evidentally a 
complicated coherent color state: all constituents tend to have the 
sane rapidity in ordtr that the system regains a coherent singiet 
over the semi-infinite time before collision. The virtual gluon, 
quark, and anciquark states are thus continually exchanging momentum. 
When a virtual_sea quark is struck at VQ, th^ remaining state is that 
of a coherent 3 at the original rapidity Y of the target. Because 
of .'le exchange of momentum in the initial state, there is no special 
reason for a q with opposite quantum numbers to be at the struck 
quark rapidity, and there is no "hole" parton (see Fig. 11(b)). 
Furthermore, here is no separate current or hadronic plateaus; the 
multiplicity . lould only depend on log W 2, in agreement with data. 

The question of the color and quantum number content of *' * 
hadronic state before and after a deep inelastic reaction is a 
fascinating subject, which deserves much more theoretical and experi
mental attention. The associated multiplicity in massive lepLon pair 
production events could be an ideal laboratory for studying this 
problem since both valence and .-sea distributions of mesoi.j and baryons 
can te probed, and a comparison can readily be made with either 
normal events or low-mass pair events. 

Another important problem related to the detailed nature of the 
hadronic wavefunction concerns the question shadowing in deep inelas
tic events on n u c W . It ij still not settled theoretically or 
experimentally whether the nucleon number A 3 dep^nd^nc^ is controlled 
by Bjorken x or q*. Analyses in terms of the parton model arj given 
in Refs. 40 and 48. 

6. The Forward Fragmentation Region and Short-Distance Dynamics 

Although h^dronic scattering in the forward direction is 
normally not regarded as a probe uf qn.ir'n. dynamics, the forward and 
backward fsagement.ition regions in A-HJ - C+X at x? - ; 1 deserves 
special attention. In order tor C tc have nearly ill the momentum 
of A or B, there must oe the exchange of large momentum transfer 
between constituents which p»re far off-shell. The fo-ward svstems 
produced In lew n T rearrinns c.in be rL.Mrded, in ,i cenprai sense, 
as hadronic jots; dm! ir-iny of tneir properties \r.uL t i;ilic i tv, ky 
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distributions, ^antum number correlations) are not dissimilar from 
jets in e +e~ annihilation or large p^ reactions.3 Blankenbecler 
and lA9 have emphasized the unity and continuity of physics through
out the Peyrou plot; in particular, the dynamics at the quark and 
gluon level for large p- reactions at x R = p c / p m a x - I at fixed 8 c m 

must connect smoothly with forward reactions at Xj ~ 1 as 9 c m * 0 or 
IT. In particular, Ochs^O ha-s noted the phenomena logical similarity 
between particle ratios at 8 c m=* 90° and 0° in pp collisijns. 

The first suggestion that the behavior of the forward fragmenta
tion reyion in inclusive reactions can be related to the quark 
distributions in hadrons is due to H. Goldberg.51 However, the 
simplest implementation of this idea fails: For example, for the 
reaction pp-'it+x, one can imagine that either before or after an 
initial soft scattering, a u-quark in the proton, with the distri
bution Gq/p(x) (obtained from deep inelastic lepton scattering) 
fragments to the fast pion with the distribution G-+/ u (obtained 
from e e~ annihilation) (see Fig. 12(a)). Although this ansitz can 
account for the observed particle ratios in the forward direction, 
it predicts a too-small and too-steeply falling distribution, 

1 da , + v, 
-e^(PP^x) "iT (prediction) 4 9 (6.1) 

d XL 
(pp»» X) "iT (experiment) 

' ^ k ^ 
The prediction (£.1) can 
also be derived in QCD if 
one assumes t^at soft 
hadronic inte. actions are 
represented bj gluon ex
change. 

There is however 
another possibility;53 
consider the five quark 
""^sealsea * component of 
the proton wavefunction. 
The sea quark has a flat 
distribution in rapidity 
and can be exchanged or 

annihilated in the target, giving a constant total cross section 
[see Fig. 12(b)]. (This is the QCD analogue of Feynman's "wee 
parton" mechanism for high energy interactions.) The distribution 
of meson systems u q s e a in the remaining 4-quark state is 

Fig. 12. Production of high energy, 
low p T pions in pp-*Tf"bt arising from 
(a) diffrantive or gluon exchange 
processes or (b) qq annihilation of 
sea quarks. 

1 do + . " ^ Cpp-nX) tr+/uuddv < l-*t> (6.3) 
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where ue have used the QCD-based spectator counting rule,^"'54 

2n - 1 
G a / A U ) = C I " X L ) S (x - U C6.4) 

where n s is the number of bound spectators which are required to 
atop as x = (kj} +k-p/(p£+p£) +1. Notice that for the gluon exchange 
mechanism, there are 3 snectators for pp-"T",~X, versus 2 spectators 
for the wee-quark exchange case. 

A large number of forward reactions have been measured; the 
results are generally in good agreement with the powers predicted 
by the q-excnange mechanisms.53 it is likely that both soft q and 
g exchange mechanisms are important in forward reactions; it is just 
that sea quark exchange is more effective in producing fast particles. 
Other consequences of this picture, including induced correlations 
between particles at XT = si are discussed in Ref. 53. We also note 
that two particle correlations at x^(l) + y.-^(.2) -* 1 are also readily 
predicted; 

dM , + + v. dN . + - , -T—7— (pp - * -r X) ~ . , (p P - IT n JO 

Cpp-n O f ) (6-5) 

where we utilize the-two valence quarks ir, the proton. Tests of 
these ideas can illuminate the multi-quark correlations in 
hadronic wavefunctions. A recent test of the quark spectator rule 
for the distribution of fast forward particles in large p T reactions 
in correlation with various triggers has been given by the CCHK 
group.->-> There are also a number of successful applications of th'is 
rule to nuclear-induced reactions. An alternative parton model for 
forward-fragmentation processes has been given by C.s and Hwa.^ 6 

A comparison between these approaches and applications to Drell-Yan 
processes is given in Ref. 57, 

7. Gluon Jets 

The essential property ni QCD which distinguishes it from a 
generalized quark-parton mo-iel, is the prediction of jets derived 
from th^ initial creation oi a gluon quantum. Gluon jets are pre
dicted in e +e~ annihilation (3-jet decay from e +e~*qqg) and In 
deep Inelastic scattering (eq •*eqg). The identification of multi-
Jet events corresponding to such subprocesses is not completely 
straightforward because of severe backgrounds from subprocesses such 
as e+e~-* Trqij; the relatively large q •*• Mq coupling dominates the 
Q "* gq process until quite large p-p. Selection of events with high 
multiplicity could b^ used to favor giuon jet production. 



By comparing the processes qq •* Y+g and qq •* u V for high p<j. Y 
or u + production, we can obtain a prediction for gluon jet production 
which is independent of the initial state: 3" 

d 3p/E 

dVE 
(AB + u+X) 

Here sin 6 is the subprocess center-of-mass production angle. Low 
mass y* •*• !Ll~ pairs can be used here to avoid backgrounds. 

The decay of heavy quark systems OQ such as the x into 3 gluons 
or Y + 2 gluons 0 could provide the cleanest test of QCD gluon jet 
phenomenology. The standard perturbation formulae for positronium 
decay, updated for color factors gives the branching rptio^S- ^ 

r(x-fgg) ?(*) a (M 2) 
(7.2) 

running coupling constant. If eg 
be used In the 

« 1/3, the branching ratio is -3%. 
Predictions for the angular distributions of the X decay plane 
relative to the beam.axis and decay distributions are given in Ref. 

6. The X"*Y86 two-jet 
channel is particularly 

x interesting since the gg + X 
mass can be varied and a 
direct comparison with 
SPEAR qq jets at the same 
energy can be made. The 
predicted sp' crum based 
on perturbation theory as 
a function of M | g = n 2 
a - x y ) , x Y = p r / P m a x , - i s 
shown in Fig. 13. Reso
nances with the gg quantum 
numbers (n, n 1, n c, glue-
balls) can be expected to 
modulate the perturbative 
prediction ovar a local 
region if we assume local 
duality. 

It should be noted 
that all of these predic
tions for gluon jet pro
duction treat the gluon as 
strictly massless. Although 

Fig. 13. Decay distributions for 
Y_-*"r+X In x=2u/H Y and ,//^/s from 
the simpliest QCD~diagrans X+g+g+Y, 
and massless gluons. The modulation 
of a 3inglet resonance at fixed , //$ 
is shown schematically. 



this is evidently correct for QCD matrix elements, the fact that the 
gluon "decays" to a massive Jet may indicate chat we should include 
mass spectrum effects and thresholds in the phase space calculations. 
Such effects could distort simple QCD predictions; e.g., the x+>gg/ 
ggg ratio will be enhanced- We also note that higher order (in as) 
channels y_* 81*1 a n t* I*! could be relatively more important than in
dicated by perturbation theory if the gluon jet has an effectively 
heavier mass spectrum than the quark jet.^1 

To summarize, let us list the discriminants which could distin
guish quark and gluon jets: 
'" Multiple ". As discrssed in Section 6, color octet separation 

'.eads to multiplicity of soft gluons and sea quarks 9/4 as large 
as color triplet separation. 3- 2 If this t ranslates into higher 
hadron multiplicity, then v_-+ 3g decay events wil_h low sphericity 
will have a higher rapidity plateau in the central region with 
respect to the g+ (gg) jet axis. 

(b) Leading particles. If we trust lowest order QCD perturbation 
theory, then the distribution of charged particles as x-»- I falls 
off faster in gluon jets compared to hadron jets. A simple 
form which has the predicted x •+ 0 and x -*• 1 limiting behavior 
is-S62 

!K /q
(*> + D H / q ( X > J ( 1 - x ) ( 7' 3> 

Gluon JeLs, however, may have enhanced number of I B 0 states at 
x->l which have .a strong gluon component, e.g., g •* n, w, y., 
etc. 6 3 

(c) Quantum numbers. The total charge of the jet in its fragmenta
tion region is related to the charge of the parent as discussed 
in Section 6. 

(d) Transverse momentum distribution. Gluon jets should be more 
diffuse (large <kf>) than quark jets because of the increased 
number of soft gluon interactions (increased "straggling").^3,44 
This effect also results if the gluon decays to qq before color 
neutralization occurs. 

(e) Gluon jets may be "oblate." It is possible that the (linear' 
polarization of a gluon is reflected by the distribution of 
hadrons in the jet. This possibility is discussed in detail 
in a recent paper by DeGrand and Schwitters and myself.' 
For example, suppose that hadrons are produced from gluon jets 

after the d^cay g-*qq. Then by convolution, 

In lowest order perturbation theory spin 1/2 quarks froir. g - qq are 



aligned with respect to the gluon linear polarization: 

G . (x,«) « CI - A cos? ^ M - x ) ] 

cos * - q • c (7.5) 

This then implies a sum rule for the momentum weighted distribution 
of hadrons; 

£ = ? / d 2 2 D < 'H/g l 

= ^ - (1 + 2 s in *) . (7.6) 

In this model, hadrons are 3 times more likely to be produced 
orthogonal rather than parallel to e, thus producing a non-cyclindri-
cal "oblate" jet. Oblateness can be determined experimentally by 
finding the principal axes of £-i p. p as in sphericity analyses. 

Equation (7.6) should be regarded as an upp^r limit to the 
oblateness effect in QCD, since (1) not all hadrons arise from the 
q and q decay products, and (2) the "straggling" from fi-*gsofc + g 
due to soft gluon emission depolarizes the giuon. The latter effect 
is of order a s(s) and can probably be diminished by selecting events 
with fast hadrons. The main problem is that gluons are not produced 
100% linearly polarized in a given direction. 

For example, in n(QQ) •* g+g-* qq + qq (pseudoscalar decay analogue 
of ir° double Dalitz decay), the correlation between gluon polariza
tions is 

d£ 
d* 

s 1 
9" 

& 

1 

/ d z a 
0 

15 + 2 sin * 
32: 

/< 

(7.8) 

gives the summed correlation between hadrons of the two jrtts. The 
maxim?! effect is only 13^. Similarly in^-*-3q, the polarization 



of each gluon »r, correlated with the normai •> the decay ilane. 
Summing over hadrons (from g -» qq * hadrons ̂  q q) gives 

d£ 
dX « (x: + x; + x:) + • (7.9) 

where cos 613 = I - X 
jets, and cos X = PA 

e between the gluon 
ie hadron direction 

is tht cosine of the a:. 
• n is the projection of 

with the decay plane normal. The maximal ef 
("tripod" configuration), where we predict : 
likely to be aligned in the plane than no~m.-

Finally, for e e~ -* qqg or eq-*eq'g events, the distribution o 
gluon polarization is given by 

•t occurs for ^ j = 120° 
a nadrun is 9/7 more 

:o the plane. 

dzd^dl^. 8 / q L 

OCJ+z m * ) A 

where cos $ " E - n and n is in the plane of q or qq'. The average 
over • gives the standard l + (l-z)2 aistribu .on. 

Although these model calculations give ily a first estimate, 
it seems likely that the spin-1 nature of tht gluon in QCD will be 
reflected in the oblateness of the distribut n of its decay 
products. 

8. The Gluon Distribution in adrons 8 

Another important question concerning t hadron wavefunction 
is the nature of its giuon distribution. In ,'CD, there are three 
essentially different sources of gluons within a meson or baryon, 
as discussed in Chapter II. 

Often only gluons from quark bremsstrahlung (type (a)) have 
been taken into account in the standard QCD phenomenolo^ical 
analyses; one assumes that at some QQ the proton only consists of 
valence quarks, and that the gluons and sea quarks can be generated 
by QCD evolution equations for Q~ j* Q~. In such an approach the 
probability distribution for quarks is sufficient to determine the 
probability distribution for gluons. Only ''diatom.!" serins are 
computed; off-diagonal diagrams involving tvo quarks are not con
sidered. This analysis reproduces the q^-dependent QCD moments 
for structure functions.6^ 

However, for x and k T •+ 0 (the long waveJength limit) the gluon 
only "sees" a color singlet source; thus there must be coherent 



cancellations between the di 
approximation can only be tic 
gluons (see Fig. 14). 

fferent quark currents. The diagonal 
curate for large transverse momentum 

Fig. \l>-. Contributions to 
sea from (a) diagonal, and 
off-diagonal gluon contribu 
Only (a) is considered in 
analyses. 

g/M U,kp = 

quark 
(b) 
tions. 
sual 

Gunion and I have re
cently considered a simple 
gauge theory model of the 
meson which preserves gauge 
invariance and allows a de
tailed study of the color 
coherence effects. (The same 
physics also iccurs in QED 
when one determines the photon 
distribution in a neutral atom, 
such as positroiiium). In the 
model, the gluon distribution 
can be computed in lowest 
order analytically for all x 
and k^. For small x, we find 

3 
-v 2 

where F M(Q ) = 1/(1 + Q 2/My) is the meson electromagnetic form factor. 
The first term in the bracket is the usual (diagonal) contribution 
obtained from the convolution of Gq/n or G=/JJ with Gg/ q. The F M 

term from the (off-djagonal) coherence of the q and q distributions 
is only unimportant at large k£ » (l-x q)~M v, where x = 1/2 is the 
average momentum fraction of the quark in the meson, and My sets the 
scale of the electromagnetic form factor and hadron size. The 
coherence of the color singlet bound state eliminates the usual 
infrared divergence: at k^-t-O. In this simple modet, the standard 
denominator for a • irk target (k^+x^m-) - is replaced by (k^+ 
My) ; i.e., there is no quark mass singularity for m -»-0. 

The most important consequence for phenomenology is the fact 
that the gluor. distribution in a hadron reflects its size and con
stituency. The gluon momentum and sea quark fractions will be 
bigger the larger the size (X H) of the hadron xGc./H(x) ~ log [(I + 
AH *tTm ^] " I n a d d i t i ° n . t n G gluon distribution in a hadron clearly 
tends to increase with the number of quark constituents. Eventually, 
at large enough log q^ the QCD radiative corrections will cause the 
structure functions to contract to the x ~ 0 region, and the gluon 
and quark momentum fractions will reach an asymptotic equilibrium 
independent of the nature of the target. However, in the preasympto-
tic domain, target effects are important for determining the gluon 
and sea-quark distributions. A number of applications are discussed 
in Ref. 7 including the prediction that the gluon momentum fraction 
in mesons at present q^ is appreciably smaller than in nucleons. 
This prediction can be tested in reactions such as ii production or 



gluon Jet production in hadronic collisions, where a gluon-induced 
subprocess is expected to play a major role.65 

The models used thus far for the gluon distribution in hadrons 
are primitive and can only take into account pcrturbative effects. 
Non-perturbative claculations which can account for final state 
interaction effects, and higher Fock state components in the bound 
state vavefunccion will be required before a definitive prediction 
of the gluon distribution in a hadron can be made. 

9. Conclusions 

Although there are tantalizing hints of success, there is as 
yet no convincing quantitative evidence that inclusive hadronic 
reactions are described by perturbative quantum cnromodynamics. A 
great deal of experimental and theoretical work will be required to 
provide bona fide tests of the theory at even the 10-20 percent level. 
Among the outstanding problems: 

(X) The production cross section for Jets in hadron-had*-on 
collisions is not known to within a factor of 2 or 3, let alone its 
scaling properties at fixed x^ and 8 c m . If the combined QCD plus 
CIM description given here is correct, the jet/n cross section should 
increase as ~ p | at fixed Xj and 8 c o for p T > 4 GeV/c. Scale breaking 
due to QCD radiative corrections are discussed In Chapter II. The 
kj smearing effect for p^ >4 GeV/c changes the predictions by less 
th8u a factor of 2 if ofr-shell kinematics are used.18 

(2) The existence of charge correlations between the trigger 
and away side hadrons, as observed by the BFS collaboration^ 
evidentally eliminate 2 to 2 QCD Born subprocesses as the dominant 
hard scattering mechanism for single hadron production in the region 
up to pj>4 GeV. The extension of these measurements to higher p^ 
and x- is critical. Nuclear targets tend to obscure flavor corre
lations because of charge averaging and final state interactions. 

(3) Cross sections for hadron pairs at large „//2 tend to be 
insensitive to the controversial kj smearing effect. It is particu
larly interesting to compare hadron pairs and muon pairs at the same 
kinematics. One predicts^ 

d^//2dy 
do , + - . 

(9.1) 

where k ° 2 for meson pairs and k = 4 for baryon pairs. If 2 to 2 QCD 
diagrams are dominant, then k = 0, and there are o.*W minor scale 
violations from the relevant structure functions and an overall 
factor of [a (. //')/a] 2. 
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(4) It is very important that QCD predictions for direct high 
p T photon reactions be tested, starting with "he original Bjorken-
Paschos0? inelastic Compton reaction YP + Y X and inclusive photopro-
duction yp-*-itX (reactions without forward hadrons) to direct photon 
production pp-*YX, two photon processes Y Y * X , e +e~ + y + ir* + X 
(charge asymmetry), and eip•+e±YX (e* asymmetry). 1^ The photon is 
the only non-colored elementary field that directly participates in 
QCD dynamics at short distances; unless its pointlike coupling, to 
quarks are confirmed, predictions for perturbativc processes involving 
gluons are probably meaningless. The close relationship between 
photon production to gluon and quark jet production is discussed in 
Section 5. We also note the remarkable fact that the asymptotic 
photon structure function is scale-invariant up to an overall factor 
of Qg (p^), and photon-induced cross sections such as eda/d^p (YY * 
Jet + X) are asymptotically scale free and independent of cigip™) when 
perturbative contributions to all orders are included (see Chapter 
III). 

(5) The complete picture of quark and gluon distributions in 
hadrons will require attention to coherent effects and multiparticle 
correlations, as discussed in Section 8. Measurements of the final 
states in deep inelastic processes and massive lepton pair production 
processes, together with comparisons with low q 2 and low events, 
can give detailed information on the evolution of multiquark and 
gluon Jets, including the effect of color separation, "hole" parton 
production, and the influence of nuclear targets. 

(6) Perhaps the most convincing evidence for underlying scale-
invariant quark interactions comes from large momentum transfer 
exclusive measurements such as the form factors at large t and hadron 
scattering and photoproductlon at large t and u. 
As we have discussed in Chapter II, this is potentially the most 
important testing ground of the dynamics and symmetry properties 
of QCD. 
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